The classic view of sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) is that the "primary" targets are hair cells, and that cochlear-nerve loss is "secondary" to hair cell degeneration. Our recent work in mouse and guinea pig has challenged that view. In noise-induced hearing loss, exposures causing only reversible threshold shifts (and no hair cell loss) nevertheless cause permanent loss of >50% of cochlear-nerve/hair-cell synapses. Similarly, in age-related hearing loss, degeneration of cochlear synapses precedes both hair cell loss and threshold elevation. This primary neural degeneration has remained hidden for three reasons: 1) the spiral ganglion cells, the cochlear neural elements commonly assessed in studies of SNHL, survive for years despite loss of synaptic connection with hair cells, 2) the synaptic terminals of cochlear nerve fibers are unmyelinated and difficult to see in the light microscope, and 3) the degeneration is selective for cochlear-nerve fibers with high thresholds. Although not required for threshold detection in quiet (e.g. threshold audiometry or auditory brainstem response threshold), these high-threshold fibers are critical for hearing in noisy environments. Our research suggests that 1) primary neural degeneration is an important contributor to the perceptual handicap in SNHL, and 2) in cases where the hair cells survive, neurotrophin therapies can elicit neurite outgrowth from spiral ganglion neurons and reestablishment of their peripheral synapses.
Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), as a category of hearing impairment, includes those etiologies in which the underlying pathology involves the sensory cells and/or the sensory neurons of the inner ear. Although primary neural degeneration, i.e. neural loss without hair cell loss, is recognized as a subclass of SNHL, it has been considered rare, comprising mainly cases of congenital and/or hereditary defects (Starr et al., 2000 (Starr et al., , 1996 . As a clinical entity, auditory neuropathy, as it is called, is defined by normal hair cell function (as seen in normal otoacoustic emissions) despite absent or grossly abnormal cochlear neural responses, such as the auditory brainstem response (ABR). Although the underlying histopathology is poorly understood, the dysfunction can theoretically originate anywhere from hair cell synaptic transmission to the conduction of action potentials in auditory nerve fibers (ANFs). One clearcut etiology is a genetic mutation in otoferlin (Santarelli et al., 2009 ), a protein expressed in inner hair cells (IHCs) and thought to control vesicle release at the synapses with ANFs (Beurg et al., 2010) .
In cases of acquired SNHL, far and away the most common form of SNHL, it has been widely believed that the hair cells are the primary targets, and that the degeneration of sensory neurons occurs almost exclusively as a secondary consequence of the loss of their hair cell targets (Bohne et al., 2000; Johnsson, 1974) . This view arises from observing the time course of histopathology in the two most common animal models of acquired SNHL i.e. acoustic trauma and ototoxic antibiotics. Numerous studies over the last 5 decades have shown that within 24 h, or less, after a noise exposure or drug treatment, there can be massive hair cell loss, whereas the first degeneration of spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs), the cell bodies of the ANFs, is not detectable for weeks to months post treatment (Johnsson, 1974; Liberman et al., 1978; Spoendlin, 1975) . At these longer post-treatment times, SGN loss tends to be maximal in the regions of hair cell loss, particularly in regions of inner hair cell (IHC) loss. This seemed reasonable, because 95% of ANFs contact IHCs only (Spoendlin, 1972) , and naturally led to the idea that SGNs degenerate as a consequence of losing an important source of a key trophic factor generated by the IHCs. Some studies suggested that the presence or absence of supporting cells in the IHC area was actually the key determinant of neural survival (Sugawara et al., 2005; Suzuka et al., 1988) . Regardless, the consensus was that hair cell loss in acquired SNHL is primary and SGN loss is secondary.
Noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy without hair cell loss
There is extensive and longstanding evidence that cochlear neurons are directly targeted by noise. Morphological studies in cats, guinea pigs and mice have shown that a prominent component of the cochlea's acute response to acoustic overexposure is the swelling of ANF terminals in the region of their synaptic contact with the hair cells Robertson, 1983; Spoendlin, 1971) . This noise-induced swelling is seen only in the IHC area, not the OHC area, and, although prominent during the 24e48 h post exposure, tends to disappear at longer post-exposure survival times. A similar swelling of synaptic terminals can be seen in cochleas perfused with glutamate agonists, or after hypoxia, and can be at least partially blocked by perfusion of glutamate antagonists during acoustic overstimulation (Pujol et al., 1999 (Pujol et al., , 1985 . These observations suggest that the noise-induced acute neuropathy is a kind of glutamate excitotoxicity. The fact that it is not observed in the OHC area is consistent with the observation that AMPA-type glutamate receptors are highly expressed at the IHC/ ANF synapses, but not the OHC/ANF synapses, in the adult ear Matsubara et al., 1996; Ottersen et al., 1998) .
Synaptic swelling can be seen immediately post-exposure in noise-exposed ears regardless of whether there will be only a temporary threshold shift (TTS) or a permanent threshold shift (PTS). The acute ultrastructural pathology in the ANF terminals is dramatic: numerous swollen profiles are seen opposite normallooking pre-synaptic ribbon complexes. These swollen terminals are often devoid of cytoplasm and show widespread rupture of the cell membrane, suggesting that degeneration must soon follow Robertson, 1983) . The fact that the swelling disappears with post-exposure time, as thresholds recover, suggested that 1) the swollen terminals were responsible for the TTS, and 2) that the terminals must fully regenerate if the thresholds recover. The appearance of growth-cone like structures in the IHC neuropil also supported the idea that ANF terminals regenerate after noise (Puel et al., 1998; Ruel et al., 2007) . However, none of these ultrastructural studies counted synapses in recovered ears.
Two physiological observations are relevant to interpreting this correlation between threshold recovery and neural recovery. First, in noise-induced PTS as well as TTS, the threshold shifts in neural responses, either ABR or the compound action potential (CAP) recorded from the round window, are very similar in magnitude to the threshold shifts in otoacoustic emissions (Darrow et al., 2007; Mills, 2003) . Given that the emissions reflect the integrity of cochlear processes "upstream" of synaptic transmission, i.e. cochlear micromechanics, endocochlear potential and OHC forward and reverse transduction, the similarity between OAE and ABR threshold shifts suggests that one need look no farther than OHC damage to "explain" the threshold shift in moderate (~40e50 dB) TTS or PTS induced by noise. Based on prior studies of acoustic trauma, we believe that moderate PTS is typically due to stereocilia damage on OHCs (Liberman et al., 1984; Wang et al., 2002) , while TTS might be due to reversible collapse of the supporting cells of the organ of Corti Wang et al., 2002) . Second, several lines of evidence suggest that pure-tone thresholds, whether behavioral (the audiogram) or electrophysiological (CAP or ABR), are remarkably insensitive to diffuse neural degeneration (see below), as long as OHC function is normal (Bourien et al., 2014; Liberman et al., 1997; Lobarinas et al., 2013; Schuknecht et al., 1955) . Thus, the synaptic swelling is likely not responsible for the transient threshold elevation, and the full recovery of thresholds need not be indicative of full neural recovery.
Direct evidence for lingering post-exposure neural damage came to light in a study designed to probe the interactions between early noise-exposure and aging (Kujawa and Liberman, 2006) . In that study, we found that mice exposed to a noise designed to cause a moderate (30e40 dB) PTS in both ABRs and DPOAEs, suffered a delayed loss of SGNs (after months to years) despite no initial, or delayed, loss of IHCs or OHCs. To gain further insight into the mechanisms of this primary neural degeneration, we applied immunostaining protocols to allow us to evaluate and quantify the IHC/ANF synapses at early post-exposure times.
Each SGN sends a single peripheral axon to the organ of Corti, where it contacts a single IHC via a single unmyelinated terminal dendrite within the organ of Corti (Liberman, 1980; Liberman et al., 1990; Stamataki et al., 2006) . As shown in Fig. 1 , the synapse between the ANF terminal and the IHC comprises a single active zone of pre-and post-synaptic specializations (Liberman, 1980) . The presynaptic zone can be immunostained with antibodies to a protein called CtBP2, which is a prominent component of the synaptic ribbons anchored to these active zones (Khimich et al., 2005; Schmitz et al., 2000) . The post-synaptic elements can be immunostained with antibodies to the AMPA-type glutamate receptors (e.g. GluA2), which are prominently expressed in the ANF terminals (Matsubara et al., 1996) , or with antibodies to neurofilaments expressed in the axoplasm of ANFs or a Na
expressed in the membranes of ANF terminals (McLean et al., 2009 ). In the normal ear, the perfect one-to-one pairing between CTBP2-and GluA2-positive puncta (Fig. 1E ) provides compelling evidence that IHC synapses can be accurately counted at the lightmicroscopic level. Armed with these immunostaining protocols, we showed, in mouse, that noise exposures causing a large (35e45 dB) TTS, as measured 1 day post exposure, but no PTS, as measured 2 wks post exposure, nevertheless cause an immediate (within 24 h) synaptopathy in the IHC area (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009 synapses from ANF terminals that normally contact an IHC in the mouse cochlea. The color scheme for red, green and blue matches that used for the confocal images in Panels C and D. B: Electron micrographs of the active zone between an ANF and an IHC from cat (Liberman, 1980) , showing the presynaptic ribbon, its halo of vesicle and the pre-and postsynaptic membrane thickening. In the lower panel of the pair of images, red and green have been superimposed on the micrograph to schematize the immunostained synaptic puncta we count in the confocal. C and D: Maximum projections from z-stacks of the IHC area from the 32 kHz region of a control and a noise-exposed mouse cochlea fixed 1 wk post exposure to the noise band described in Fig. 2 . Green-filled red arrows point to paired synaptic puncta in both images; red-filled arrow (D only) points to an orphan synaptic ribbon. E: High-power thumbnails of a selection of paired synaptic puncta, arrayed to illustrate the resolution achieved in the confocal and the trend that synapses with larger postsynaptic receptor patches (GluA2, green) tend to be paired with smaller pre-synaptic ribbons (CtBP2, red), and vice versa . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) loss of SGNs slowly approached the magnitude of the acute loss of synapses over 1e2 years. Although the eventual loss of the SGN is very slow, the immediate post-exposure loss of an ANF's sole synaptic connection to the IHC renders these fibers unresponsive to sound and only relevant to the sense of hearing in the presence of a cochlear implant.
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In this original study, we followed the noise-exposed mice for 8 wks post exposure, and saw no evidence for synaptic regeneration in the IHC area (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009 ). More recently, we have followed the post-exposure fate of hair cells and cochlear neurons throughout the mouse's lifespan and observed that IHC synaptic counts in noise-exposed ears only continue to decline with increasing age .
3. Generalizability of noise-induced synaptopathy across species, age-at-exposure and exposure parameters Our initial work on mouse was carried out with an octave-band noise placed in roughly the middle of the mouse's hearing range (8e16 kHz), and presented for 2 h at a level titrated to produce a large, but ultimately completely reversible, threshold elevation. When measured 1-day post-exposure, the TTS peaked at about 40 dB when measured in distortion product otoacoustic emissions (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009) . To determine whether the phenomenon was possibly unique to the mouse, we repeated the approach in guinea pig, i.e. placed an octave-band noise near the middle of the animal's hearing range (4e8 kHz) and presented it for 2 h at a level titrated to produce a large, but ultimately reversible, threshold elevation. This exposure also produced a severe synaptopathy, analogous in cochlear position and degree to that seen in the mouse (Furman et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2011) .
In our guinea pig studies, post-exposure survival was limited to 2 wks (Furman et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2011) . A more recent study of noise-induced synaptopathy in guinea pig has suggested that synapses can regenerate if survival is extended to 4 wks (Shi et al., 2013) . The exposure in the latter study was more moderate: 105 dB broadband noise for 2 h vs. octave-band noise at 106 or 109 dB for 2 h. With more moderate exposures, the apparent post-exposure recovery of synaptic counts could reflect transient down-and upregulation of pre-and post-synaptic proteins targeted by the immunostains, rather than degeneration and regeneration of the peripheral terminals. Indeed, ribbon counts in mice transiently decrease in the cochlear apex when assessed immediately after exposure to the 98 dB octave band noise, and then recover 24 h later. Furthermore, we have recently observed noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in chinchilla of a similar degree to that seen in the mouse (50% loss) and have seen no signs of synaptic recovery out to 6 wks post-exposure (Liberman, Hickox and Heinz, unpublished) .
One of the challenges in understanding the response of the ear to noise, and the overall patterns of damage risk, is the range of possible stimulus parameters. In the study of noise-induced threshold shift, a longstanding idea is that a key predictor of damage is the total energy delivered during the exposure (Ward et al., 1981) . Although the equal energy hypothesis is only a rough approximation, it is the basis for the time-intensity trading relation that defines the federal guidelines for daily noise exposure, e.g. those of OSHA which suggest that 90 dB for 8 h is as dangerous as 95 dB for 4 h or 100 dB for 2 h, etc https://www.osha.gov/pls/ oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table¼standards&p_ id¼9735. Given its relevance to human workplace exposures, we wondered if noise-induced synaptopathy also results from much longer exposures at lower SPLs. Thus, in mice, we studied a oneweek exposure at 84 dB SPL to the same 8e16 kHz octave-band noise used in earlier studies of 100 dB/2 h exposures (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009) . We found as much as a 22% loss of synapses in some cochlear regions (Maison et al., 2013) . This exposure caused only a very small, and very transient, TTS: < 12 dB when measured immediately after removing the animals from the noise. As in our other studies, there was no PTS and no loss of either inner or outer hair cells, outside of the very basal tip of the cochlear spiral.
Together these results suggest that, in all mammalian ears, presumably including human (see below), the IHC/ANF synapses are the most vulnerable elements in the ear to acoustic overexposures, at least to the type of continuous noise we have studied. It must be noted that the ear's response to impulse noise may well be different (Henderson and Hamernik, 1986 ) and we do not yet know whether cochlear synaptopathy is also a major component of the inner ear damage after blast injury.
Within a given species, age-at-exposure is another important variable in the study of acoustic injury (Henry, 1984; Ohlemiller et al., 2000) . Mouse studies have shown that the vulnerability of hair cells to noise exposure, and thus the degree of noise-induced PTS, varies with age. There is a dramatic change just around the time of puberty, with younger mice (4e8 wks) dramatically more vulnerable than older mice (>16 wks) (Kujawa and Liberman, 2006) . Most of our work on noise-induced synaptopathy in the mouse has been carried out on young adult animals, i.e. aged Fig. 2 . Permanent cochlear synaptopathy after exposure causing largely reversible threshold shift. A: Synaptic puncta were counted in the IHC area from 8 cochlear locations in control ears (n ¼ 16) and noise-exposed ears (n ¼ 6 at each post-exposure time), exposed at 8 wks of age and assessed either 24 h or 1 wk after exposure to an 8e16 kHz octave band noise at 98 dB for 2 h. B: Thresholds in the noise-exposed ears, as measured by DPOAEs, were elevated at 24 h post exposure by 25e30 dB in the basal half of the cochlea, but had completely recovered at all but the highest test frequency by 1 wk post exposure. For further details on methodology, see prior studies from our laboratories (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Liberman et al., 2015; Liberman et al., 2014) .
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16 wks out of a total life span of about 144 wks. Recently, we have shown that the same type of noise-induced primary synaptopathy is also achieved in juvenile mice aged 6e8 wks (Liberman et al., 2015) : by simply reducing the exposure SPL by a few dB (98 vs 100 dB exposure level), it is also possible to destroy 40e50% of the IHC synapses in an ear in which the noise-induced threshold shift is completely reversible, except at the extreme basal end of the cochlea (Fig. 2) .
With respect to the threshold shifts and hair cell damage in acquired SNHL, the basal half of the cochlea is generally more vulnerable than the apical half Schacht et al., 2012) . Correspondingly, the acute synaptic loss observed in both the mouse and guinea pig studies was primarily seen in the basal half of the cochlear spiral. For example, in the mouse study, the damage, and the acute threshold shifts, were seen above the 16 kHz region following overexposure to an 8e16 kHz octave band noise (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009) . It is more difficult to produce an immediate synaptopathy in the apical regions of the cochlea e it does not occur acutely in mice when the noise band is shifted to lower frequencies until significant basal turn injury has already been produced (Kujawa unpublished) . Correspondingly, in the guinea pig, we were unable to produce acute swelling in the IHC area following exposure to low-frequency tones (e.g. 1 kHz), although it was reliably produced by exposure to high-frequency tones, e.g. 10 kHz (Liberman unpublished) . However, following a mid-frequency exposure the synaptopathy spreads apically as postexposure time exceeds 1 yr, and as age-related changes are superimposed on even a single episode of TTS-producing noise exposure early in life .
Age-related cochlear synaptopathy and the role of efferent feedback
The relationship between noise-induced and age-related hearing loss has been debated for decades (Rosen et al., 1962) . The question of the extent to which age-related changes are simply the accumulation of countless noise-induced micro-lesions remains open. However, most prior work on age-related hearing loss focused on hair cell loss and/or threshold shifts (Gates and Mills, 2005) .
Using the same immunostaining techniques developed to study noise-exposed mice, we recently compared hair cell counts, synaptic counts and ganglion cell counts to measures of cochlear function (OAEs and ABRs) in an age-graded series of mice raised in the relative quiet of our sound-monitored room in the animal care facility (Sergeyenko et al., 2013) . As with the response to noise exposure, we found that the IHC/ANF synapses in the aging cochlea are the most vulnerable elements, not the hair cells. Synaptic counts in the IHC area decreased monotonically from weaning (4 wks) to death (~144 wks), with mean age-related loss of~50% across a broad range of cochlear locations. SGN loss was also a monotonically increasing function of age, but with a time course delayed by several months to reach the same degree of loss. Hair cell loss, on the other hand, was minimal until very late in life. For example, at late middle age, i.e.~80 wks in mouse, the OHC loss was <5% at mid and high cochlear frequencies, and, correspondingly, the OAE threshold shift was < 5 dB; in contrast, at the same age, the synaptic loss was 25% (Sergeyenko et al., 2013) .
It is well known that feedback from the olivocochlear efferent system can protect hair cells from noise exposure as it reduces the noise-induced threshold shifts, both temporary and permanent Rajan, 1991) . After discovering that the IHC/ ANF synapses are actually the most vulnerable elements in the ear, we re-examined the question of a protective role of efferent feedback in two studies: one focused on the noise-exposed ear (Maison et al., 2013) and one on the aging ear (Yin et al., 2014) . The noise exposure we studied was the 1-wk exposure at 84 dB SPL. We showed that cutting the efferent bundle, to remove all efferent feedback to the inner ear, greatly exacerbated the synaptopathy: for example, in the de-efferented ears, a doubling of the loss of synapses from 20% to 40% was observed in both basal and apical regions of the cochlea. In the companion study of mice aged in the relative quiet of our animal care facility, the loss of olivocochlear innervation early in life (6 wks of age) almost tripled the agerelated loss of IHC synapses, when measured at middle age (i.e. 52 wks): e.g. from~20% at the cochlear apex in normal aging ears, to~60% loss in the same cochlear regions of de-efferented aging ears .
The olivocochlear system has two components: 1) the medial olivocochlear system, which constitutes a sound-evoked negative feedback loop of myelinated axons projecting to the OHCs and controlling the gain of the cochlear amplifier and 2) the lateral olivocochlear system, consisting of unmyelinated axons projecting to the dendrites of ANFs near the IHC synapses (Guinan, 2006) . Analysis of the relative loss of lateral and medial subsystems in our two studies suggested that both subsystems contribute to the antisynaptopathic protective effect. The medial system does so presumably by continually reducing the sound-evoked discharge rate (and therefore the glutamate challenge) in ANFs to moderate level tones (Guinan and Stankovic, 1996) through its cholinergic gaincontrol function in the OHC area. The lateral system presumably does so via its dopaminergic component (Darrow et al., 2006) , given other pharmacologic evidence that dopaminergic agonists can reduce glutamate excitotoxicity in the IHC area (Ruel et al., 2001 ).
Physiological metrics of cochlear synaptopathy e selective loss of high-threshold ANFs
In both noise-induced and age-related hearing loss, the degree of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy is well matched to the decrement in suprathreshold amplitudes of cochlear neural potentials: the reduction in amplitudes of wave 1 of the tone-pip evoked ABR or round-window CAP were reduced by roughly the same percentage as the observed reduction in synaptic counts (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Sergeyenko et al., 2013) . This parity is observed only if, in the noise-exposure model, OHC function has returned to normal, as evidenced by full recovery of otoacoustic emission thresholds and suprathreshold response amplitudes. In the aging model, it is true only when examined before the OHC damage sets in. Obviously a reduction in OHC amplifier gain will also reduce ABR responses, and an unambiguous resolution of how much reduction is due to synaptopathy vs. OHC dysfunction is likely impossible. Given normal OHC function, parity between the degree of synaptopathy and the degree of neural response reduction is expected 1) if the contribution to the far-field electrical response of each action potential from each ANF is similar in magnitude, as has been empirically demonstrated for the roundwindow CAP (Kiang et al., 1976; Prijs, 1986) , 2) if these unitary contributions add linearly to the far-field response, and 3) if the tone-pip evoked response rates are similar across all ANFs of similar best frequency.
Although decrements in suprathreshold amplitudes are to be expected, it is not immediately obvious how the thresholds for ABR (or CAP) can appear unchanged in the face of 50% loss of ANF synapses. There are several factors that help explain this apparent paradox.
The first is that neural activity spreads very rapidly along the cochlear spiral as sound pressure increases, such that only a small increase in SPL (i.e. 2e3 dB) is required near threshold to double the ensemble discharge rate to a particular tone-pip frequency across the ANF population, and thus to compensate for the loss of 50% of ANF synapses (Bourien et al., 2014) . Since ABR near-threshold responses are noisy, and since thresholds are usually measured with 5 dB step size, such a small change in threshold would appear as insignificant without enormous group sizes and very long averaging times.
The second is that the loss of synapses appears to be selective for (or at least highly biased towards) the subset of ANFs with high thresholds (Furman et al., 2013) . In the normal mammalian ear, there is a range of sensitivity among ANFs from the same cochlear region: fibers with similar best frequency can differ by up to 60 dB in pure-tone thresholds (Liberman, 1978) . This threshold difference is tightly correlated with the spontaneous discharge rate (SR), the spike rate in the absence of controlled acoustic stimulation (Liberman, 1978) . SR varies in different fibers from essentially 0 sp/ sec to over 100 sp/sec, and the distribution of SRs is bimodal, at least in cat and guinea pig, with a low-rate peak (SRs < 20 sp/sec) comprising 40% of the population and high-rate peak (SRs > 20 sp/ sec) comprising 60% of the sample (Liberman, 1978; Tsuji et al., 1997 ). It appears that both high-and low-SR fibers can contact the same IHC, however, the two fiber types tend to synapse on opposite sides of the IHC (Liberman, 1982) . High-SR, low-threshold fibers also tend to have larger diameters, more mitochondria in their peripheral terminals and more AMPA-type glutamate receptors expressed at their synapses with IHCs (Liberman et al., , 1990 Liberman, 1980) . There may also be pre-synaptic differences including differences in the size of the pre-synaptic ribbon Merchan-Perez et al., 1996) and possibly also in the number of voltage gated calcium channels (Frank et al., 2009) .
In both the noise-exposed guinea pig (Furman et al., 2013 ) and the aging gerbil (Schmiedt et al., 1996) , single-fiber recordings from ANFs show a reduced percentage of low-SR fibers and an increased percentage of high-SR fibers, suggesting that the synaptopathy has been selective for the high-threshold, low-SR fiber population. Clearly, if the synaptopathy has selectively removed only those fibers with higher thresholds, this would explain how the cochlea can lose so many fibers without a change in the observed thresholds for an ABR or a CAP response.
In the noise-exposed guinea pig, the response properties of remaining high-SR fibers were normal in all respects, consistent with the full recovery of OHC function as well as complete recovery of IHC synaptic function in the surviving neurons (Furman et al., 2013) . In an earlier study of ANF responses in noise-exposed cats, electric shocks were used as a search stimulus while advancing the microelectrode through the nerve bundle. The shocks, delivered to the round window, revealed numerous silent fibers, with no spontaneous activity and no response to sound, but otherwise normal action potential waveforms and conduction velocity for the shock-evoked spikes (Liberman and Kiang, 1978) . We assumed, at the time, that such silent fibers belonged to ANFs that had lost their peripheral terminals subsequent to loss of the contacted IHCs. In light of recent work, we believe that they also represent low-SR fibers that have lost their peripheral terminals despite the survival of the IHC they formerly contacted. The normality of their conduction velocities is consistent with the normal histological appearance of the SGNs in noise-exposed ears prior to their slow degeneration after loss of IHC synapses.
There is no direct evidence as to why the low-SR population might be more vulnerable to noise-induced neuropathy than the high-SR population. However, it is interesting to consider two hypotheses. The first arises from the observation that one of the primary morphological differences between the two fiber groups is in the density of mitochondria (Liberman, 1980) . High-threshold fibers with low SR have many fewer mitochondria in their peripheral terminals than the low-threshold high-SR fibers, consistent with the assumed increase in metabolic load produced in high SR fibers by the need to counteract the ongoing ionic fluxes associated with the continually high spike rates, even in quiet. This difference in mitochondrial content is interesting, because, in the central nervous system where it has been best studied, the cell death cascade initiated by glutamate excitotoxicity is thought to involve Ca þþ overload, and one of the most important intracellular Ca þþ buffering systems is the mitochondria (Szydlowska and Tymianski, 2010) . A second view is suggested by the differences in glutamate transporter levels in the support cells on the two sides of the IHC (Furness and Lawton, 2003) . Control of excitotoxicity at the IHC/ANF synapse requires re-uptake of glutamate via the GLAST transporter, and an immunostaining study at the electron microscopic level suggests that GLAST expression is weaker on the side of the IHC where low-SR synapses predominate (Furness and Lawton, 2003) .
Cochlear synaptopathy and hidden hearing loss e the behavioral consequences
A number of lines of evidence make it clear that the pure-tone audiogram is remarkably insensitive to diffuse neural degeneration, as are the far-field neural potentials like ABR and CAP. Even if noise-and age-induced neuropathy were randomly distributed among ANFs, without regard to threshold/SR group, effects on behavioral thresholds would be minimal until the loss exceeds 80%. We know this from classic behavioral studies of cats with partial surgical section of the ANFs (Schuknecht and Woellner, 1955) and from more recent behavioral studies of chinchilla with selective loss of IHCs subsequent to administration of the chemotherapeutic drug carboplatin, which is also ototoxic (Lobarinas et al., 2013) . Similarly, some patients with severe auditory neuropathy, as defined by normal otoacoustic emissions in the absence of any measurable ABR response, also have normal audiometric thresholds, but extremely poor speech discrimination scores (Starr et al., 2000 (Starr et al., , 1996 . Apparently, only a very small fraction of ANFs along the cochlear spiral is necessary for the detection of a pure tone stimulus in a quiet environment. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume that cochlear synaptopathies on the order of the 50% loss we observed in noise-exposed and aging mice would have an impact on some measure of hearing ability. Based on this assumption, and given that this putative dysfunction "hides" behind a normal audiogram, just as the cochlear histopathology is initially "hidden" within the complex neuropil of the IHC area, the phenomenon has been termed "hidden hearing loss" (Schaette and McAlpine, 2011) .
The single-fiber work in noise-exposed and aging guinea pigs or gerbils, respectively, suggests that this primary neural degeneration is biased towards fibers that normally have high thresholds and low SRs. Based on the literature on single-fiber responses in the AN, what can we infer about the nature of the perceptual dysfunction in hidden hearing loss? In addition to their higher pure-tone thresholds, low-SR ANFs tend to have larger dynamic ranges (Schalk and Sachs, 1980) and reduced susceptibility to excitatory masking by continuous noise stimuli (Costalupes et al., 1984) . This should make them particularly important to understanding of complex stimuli in a noisy environment. The reduced masking is intimately related to their high threshold and large dynamic range. In quiet, any ANF shows prominent post-onset adaptation to a tone burst, with a maximum onset rate that is many times higher than the steady-state rate to which it asymptotically falls as the tone burst continues (Smith, 1979) . This postonset adaptation arises from depletion of a readily releasable pool of synaptic vesicles at the IHC/ANF synapse (Spassova et al., 2004) . As the level of a continuous background noise increases, it will eventually elicit a response equal to the maximum steady-state rate that a fiber can achieve, at which point an additional toneburst stimulus will not elicit any increase in firing rate (Costalupes et al., 1984) regardless of tone-burst intensity. At this point, the fiber's tone-burst response is completely eliminated via a phenomenon known as excitatory masking (Delgutte, 1990) . High-SR fibers, by virtue of their lower thresholds and smaller dynamic ranges, reach full excitatory masking at a much lower SPL of background noise than low-SR fibers. Thus, to some extent, we must rely increasingly on our low-SR fibers to hear as the levels of background noise increase.
A major complaint of people with age-or noise-induced SNHL is the inability to understand speech in a noisy environment, and people with normal or near-normal audiograms can have widely differing abilities to understand speech in a noisy environment (Frisina and Frisina, 1997) . We hypothesize that both of these longstanding observations may be largely explained by the phenomenon of hidden hearing loss.
It is also well known that noise-exposure often leads to poorly understood perceptual phenomena like tinnitus, the sensation of phantom tones, and hyperacusis, a reduced tolerance to moderatelevel sounds. Furthermore, these perceptual anomalies can be permanent results of an exposure that causes only a temporary threshold elevation (Roberts et al., 2010) . It has been hypothesized that both these phenomena may arise from a type of homeostatic plasticity, i.e. the upregulation of synaptic gain in central auditory neurons subsequent to the loss of ascending inputs from ANFs to central circuits (Schaette and McAlpine, 2011) . Indeed, we have observed that, despite the reduction in wave 1 of the ABR in both noise-induced and age-related IHC synaptopathy, there is no reduction in the amplitude of wave 5, which is thought to arise mainly from responses in the inferior colliculus (Hickox et al., 2014; Sergeyenko et al., 2013) . We also observed that noise-induced synaptopathy enhances the auditory startle responses, a phenomenon which might reflect something akin to the phenomenon of hyperacusis in humans (Hickox and Liberman, 2014) . Control animals exposed to noise at a lower level, which created neither PTS nor synaptopathy, showed normal startle responses. Studies from noise-exposed rats have suggested that auditory behavior consistent with tinnitus is produced when there is primary neural degeneration after exposure to a TTS-producing noise band (Bauer et al., 2007) . Two recent human studies have shown that the ratio of Wave I to Wave V is reduced in tinnitus sufferers with normal audiometric thresholds, compared to non-tinnitus sufferers with carefully matched audiometric profiles (Gu et al., 2012; Schaette et al., 2011) . Such a pattern is consistent with the idea that primary degeneration of the ANFs, coupled with upregulation of central gain, is one way to elicit tinnitus in the absence of threshold elevations: see (Knipper et al., 2013) for a recent review.
Apart from such speculations, there is also direct histological evidence for widespread primary neurodegeneration and/or synaptopathy in the human cochlea. We counted SGNs in an agegraded series of human temporal bones (from birth to 100 yrs of age), selected from the collection at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear to include only those ears with no significant loss of hair cells (Makary et al., 2011) . We observed a steady decline in the mean SGN counts with age, which showed a mean 30% loss by the 9th decade. Interestingly, cases with clear noise-exposure history had individual SGN counts well below the mean and up to 50% below the mean value from the youngest ears. Given that the loss of SGNs is greatly delayed re the initial synaptic loss, and speculating that the time course of SGN death in human ears may be much slower than that in mouse (otherwise cochlear implants would not continue to work for decades and there would be no SGNs remaining in ears with longstanding profound deafness due to loss of the sensory epithelium), we speculate that the observed SGN counts are greatly underestimating the degree of synaptopathy in the aging and noise-exposed human ear.
Strategies for neural regeneration in hidden hearing loss
In the adult cochlea, the survival of ANFs depends on release of neurotrophins from the supporting cells in the IHC area (Stankovic et al., 2004) . These supporting cells, which surround the unmyelinated portions of the AN terminals, act in a manner analogous to central glia, where neuregulin released by neurons binds to ErbB receptors on glia that, in turn, elicits the release of NT-3 or BDNF, which then binds to Trk receptors on the neurons and promotes survival. Based on experiments in transgenic mice with genetically induced overexpression or deletion of either NT-3 or BDNF, we conclude that NT-3 is more important in the cochlear epithelium, whereas BDNF is more important in the vestibular epithelia (Gomez-Casati et al., 2010; Stankovic et al., 2004; Wan et al., 2014) . Supporting cells appear to be sufficient for ANF survival, even in the absence of IHCs, if IHCs are killed by targeted deletion of a gene expressed only in IHCs, rather than by noise or ototoxic drugs (Zilberstein et al., 2012) . We hypothesize that the slow death of ANFs after noise arises because these cochlear insults directly damage the nerve terminals themselves (Robertson, 1983; Wang et al., 2003) . Based on our genetic studies of neurotrophin signaling (Wan et al., 2014) , we hypothesize that the slow death of SGNs is a consequence of the immediate post-noise retraction of the unmyelinated dendrite. Because this unmyelinated dendrite is in the region of intimate contact with IHC supporting cell, it is this region in which the NT-3/TrkC signaling takes place, and loss of this contact zone leads to ultimate death of the entire SGN. The observation that ANFs degenerate in mice constitutively lacking vesicular glutamate release (Ruel et al., 2008) suggests that IHCs may be more important for neural survival during development than in the adult.
Animal studies of profound SNHL induced by ototoxic drugs have shown that cochlear perfusion of a neurotrophin cocktail, including NT-3, BDNF and/or GDNF, can prolong SGN survival for up to six months (Miller et al., 1997; Ylikoski et al., 1998) . Most intriguingly, these neurotrophin treatments also elicit extension of peripheral processes from the SGNs through the osseous spiral lamina to the basilar membrane, where they spiral along the basilar membrane among the undifferentiated epithelial cells that have replaced the degenerated organ of Corti (Wise et al., 2005) . Such results inspired us to ask, in the noise-induced synaptopathy model, whether NT-3 treatments can elicit regeneration of ANF peripheral terminals and reformation of synapses with the IHCs, which remain intact. Indeed, we recently showed that genetically mediated overexpression of NT-3 in supporting cells, elicited after a noise exposure, partially rescued the synaptopathy phenotype, as it partially restored the amplitudes of the suprathreshold ABRs (Wan et al., 2014) .
Thus, there is reason to believe that, in humans, round-window delivery of neurotrophins in a slow-release gel, as well as possible systemic delivery of a neurotrophin agonist, could rescue the synaptopathic phenotype, if delivered within some yet unknown therapeutic window before the degeneration of the SGN had proceeded too far along its path.
Implications for public health and the epidemiology of acquired sensorineural hearing loss
Over the last few decades, numerous studies have asked whether overexposure to loud sound in the course of leisure activities, including the listening to music through earphones or insert earbuds, is leading to an epidemic of noise-induced hearing loss: see (Rabinowitz et al., 2012) for a review. Until recently, such studies focused on changes to the behavioral audiogram (Niskar et al., 2001; Rabinowitz et al., 2006) or otoacoustic emissions (Serra et al., 2014) , and therefore on the condition of the hair cells. If our new view of hidden hearing loss is correct, then neither the audiogram nor otoacoustic emissions is the appropriate test to reveal the first signs of accumulating noise-induced hearing loss. What is required is a non-invasive test for cochlear synaptopathy that is applicable to human populations.
Based on the animal work, we hypothesize that some measure of the amplitudes of suprathreshold auditory evoked potentials should be useful in the non-invasive diagnosis of cochlear synapthopathy: see for example the recent work on the ABR Wave V:I ratios and Wave I amplitudes in the studies of auditory function in aging and noise-exposed humans (Konrad-Martin et al., 2012; Stamper et al., 2015) . Although the ABR is the more commonly applied clinical evoked potential, the Envelope Following Response (EFR), also known as the Auditory Steady State Response, may provide even greater sensitivity to cochlear synaptopathy. This is because the tone-pip evoked ABR relies on the onset responses of ANFs, and low-SR ANFs have a relatively lower onset to steady-state response ratio than high-SR fibers (Rhode and Smith, 1985) , and thus contribute relatively less to ABR amplitudes (Bourien et al., 2014) . For the EFR, on the other hand, the low-SR contribution is relatively higher than the high-SR contribution (Joris and Yin, 1992) . Indeed, preliminary results from an ongoing study of college-age students in the UK with normal audiometric thresholds has revealed a significantly lower EFR amplitude in the group selfidentified as having a history of high-level sound exposure (Plack et al., 2014) .
The emerging data suggest that risk of hidden hearing loss from both recreational and occupational sources is underappreciated, and that the cochlear synaptopathy that is its cause may contribute to the common experience of increasing hearing difficulty through middle and old age (e.g. (Snell and Frisina, 2000) ). Existing federal guidelines governing allowable daily workplace exposures are all based on the fundamental assumption that full threshold recovery indicates full cochlear recovery. The emerging work on hidden hearing loss makes it quite clear that this fundamental assumption is severely flawed and thus that noise is much more dangerous than we have previously thought.
